Cisco Partner Summit 2015

News & Announcements
At Cisco’s 19th annual Partner Summit, a variety of announcements and offers were made involving
software, cloud/Intercloud, and professional services. Although these announcements ultimately
underscore our shared goal of customer success, at Partner Summit we were focused primarily on you
and your success: capturing market opportunities to increase growth and profitability. The theme this
year was “Be Bold,” to break through barriers and blaze trails others only dare to imagine: to seize new
opportunities, unleash innovation, and empower customers in new ways. For more information about the
announcements listed here and to watch replays of the sessions, visit Virtual Partner Summit.

Day 1: Tuesday, April 28
Cisco Partner Ecosystem Momentum
The Cisco Partner Ecosystem connects new and existing
partners to expand your capabilities, broaden your depth
and breadth of industry expertise, and make the most of
the Internet of Everything (IoE)—a $19T opportunity during
the next 10 years. Since introducing the Cisco Partner
Ecosystem, we have seen interest from new partner types,
and have invested in building the infrastructure needed to
recruit and engage independent software vendors (ISVs),
cloud providers, IoE/Internet of Things (IoT) partners, and
others. Excitement continues to build. Cisco is seeing
new business solutions emerge, and the collective growth
and profitability from you, our partners, is on the rise. As
an example, IDC found that partners working within the
ecosystem provide three times more value to the customers,
and those focused on delivering accelerated value will
generate five times the revenue relative to Cisco products,
solutions and services by 2017.* Read more about the Cisco
Partner Ecosystem in Bruce Klein’s Cisco Blog post.
New Cisco Software Partner Program
The Cisco Software Partner Program introduces new software
business roles—Consultant, Software Integrator, and Lifecycle
Advisor. These new roles will help you grow and monetize
your software business with Cisco. You will be able to select
the roles you want and partner across the Cisco Partner
Ecosystem to deliver business outcomes for your customers.
Partners who meet eligibility requirements will receive
rewards for investments in their Cisco software practice and
performance. For more details, visit Sell Software.
Cloud and Managed Services Program
Cisco is expanding and simplifying its Cloud and Managed
Services Program (CMSP) to enable cloud providers to
successfully capitalize on Intercloud. The program introduces
new partner roles, additional cloud architectures, and more
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Cisco Powered services. CMSP provides a framework built
upon Cisco and our partners’ experience deploying and
managing some of the world’s largest clouds. For more
details visit the Cloud and Managed Services Program.
Read more about the Software Partner Program and CMSP in
Steve Benvenuto’s Partners Blog post.

*IDC Infographic, sponsored by Cisco, The Cisco Partner
Ecosystem: Value and Opportunity, 2014
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Cisco Value Incentive Program
The Cisco Value Incentive Program (VIP) is designed to
increase margins and reward you for your investment in Cisco
practices. Our efforts to simplify the program include the
following new elements:


Evolution of the 90-day grace period to a 60-day
transition period. This includes all products that are
reduced or removed from VIP being paid at their prior rate
for 60 days.



The customer satisfaction survey (CSAT) will be simplified
further in FY16. You will provide valid customer names
and email addresses rather than completing a survey.
Participation in low-score follow-up will continue as
implemented in FY15.

These changes are planned for VIP 26, launching in late July
2015. For more details, visit the Value Incentive Program.
Distribution Sales Visibility
In response to feedback regarding channels booking
neutrality (CBN), we are introducing distribution sales
visibility (DSV) to simplify ordering and fulfillment for your
orders through distributors. DSV will now fulfill orders from
distributor inventory whenever possible and without order
size minimums. DSV will provide booking credit at the time
of distributor booking, the same as orders booked directly to
Cisco. Order cycle times will be dramatically reduced when
distributors fulfill orders from inventory, improving customer
satisfaction. DSV will be made available on a country-bycountry basis, in a phased rollout beginning Q1FY16. More
details are at Distribution Sales Visibility.
Guided Deal Registration
During the past few months, Cisco rolled out its new
guided deal registration (GDR) capabilities within the Cisco
Commerce Workspace. GDR will simplify the deal registration
process and better reward you.


Makes sure that all applicable promotions and incentives
are applied for products and services to achieve the
highest possible rewards on a single opportunity.



Provides enhanced partner discount differentiation based
on partner selling activities and investments.



Positions Cisco Commerce Workspace as the entry point
for partners to get the best pricing.



Simplifies and speeds up the deal registration and
approval process, with greater visibility into the list of deal
approvers.



Enables a flexible pricing framework to support new
business models that provide more balanced software,
cloud, and hardware offerings.

More details can be found at Guided Deal Registration.
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Cisco Marketplace: A Single Source for Cloud and
Premises-Based Solutions and Services
We have simplified the ability to search for software,
solutions, and services. Marketplace connects customers,
solution partners, cloud providers and channel partners. And
it provides a single source for a broad range of Cisco and
partners’ cloud and premise-based solutions and services.
For our reseller audience, we have expanded the Solutions
Showcase with 100+ optimized solutions (Cisco Compatible
plus Solution Incentive Program approved plus “How To Sell”
content) and easy search capabilities by architecture and
solution areas such as data, analytics, and cloud. For more
details, head to the Cisco Marketplace.

Day 2: Wednesday, April 29
Igniting the Intercloud Partner Ecosystem
At Cisco Partner Summit 2014, we announced the
Intercloud—our intent to build the world’s largest globally
connected network of clouds. In just a year, we have created
the foundation and built the momentum to connect 60+
cloud partners with more than 350 data centers across 50
countries. Cisco’s partner-centric cloud model is unique in
the industry, delivering unparalleled choice with compliance
and control.
We are igniting all of the partner roles in the ecosystem to
win with Intercloud. These include cloud providers, cloud
builders, cloud resellers and application developers. Cisco
is now introducing new opportunities for you to grow and
expand your cloud capabilities.
Today’s world is filled with standalone clouds. Cisco’s cloud
strategy is robust and differentiated with the only partnercentric cloud approach. Cloud is simply too large a problem
for a single vendor to solve, and Cisco believes that the
partner-centric model will ultimately win. For more about
Cisco’s Intercloud strategy, read Nick Earle’s Cloud Blog
post.
New Cisco OpenStack Private Cloud Bundle
Modern development teams love the ease, speed and
predictability of public cloud, but administrators worry about
control, reliability and hidden costs. In September 2014,
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Cisco acquired Metacloud, a provider of a fully-operated
OpenStack private cloud solution for developers.
To radically simplify the start-up process we are offering
a new bundle for Cisco OpenStack Private Cloud. We are
creating an easy to order and set up configuration that
combines hardware, software, and ongoing operations
service for your private cloud. This new bundle will provide
you with a new reccurring revenue stream, while opening up
new professional services opportunities higher up the stack.
For more details, visit Cisco OpenStack Private Cloud. And
read about Cisco’s partner-centric cloud strategy in Edison
Peres’ Partners Blog post.
Cisco Capital Open Pay Consumption Financing
Open Pay is a new variable consumption model from
Cisco Capital. The solution allows companies to receive
equipment they need while paying for a portion of what they
use. Cisco Capital Open Pay utilizes metering software to
provide variable consumption for compute and/or storage
assets. Open Pay is a great option for companies that need
elasticity of consumption, based upon seasonal fluctuations
in demand. Open Pay helps address concerns companies
have around security, privacy, compliance, and control that
the public cloud models do not address (off premises/shared
resources) while helping to protect margins, increase deal
size, and accelerate the sale. Availability is on a limited basis
initially in the United States until the end of July 2015. It
will be available broadly in the United States, EMEAR, APJ,
and GC starting in August 2015. More details are at Cisco
Capital.
New Cisco Partner Cloud Professional Services
Demand for cloud professional services is rapidly increasing
and we want to help you take advantage of this lucrative
opportunity. Cloud professional services are essential
for reseller differentiation and overall profitability. We are
announcing seven new services that will accelerate your
cloud professional services practice and enable you to
become a trusted advisor for cloud implementations, promote
greater adoption, and increase revenue. The initial services
include:








Cloud Consumption as a Service
Cloud Onboarding Solution
Intercloud Fabric for Business FastStart
UCS Director FastStart
Cloud Threat Defense Service
Energy Management Discovery Service
ServiceGrid Professional Services

For more details visit Cloud Solutions for Partners.

expanded to include the latest Cisco Cloud Collaboration
offerings. This program enhancement includes three years
of free NFR host licenses for up to 250 seats of Cisco Spark,
Jabber, WebEx Meeting Center and Collaboration Meeting
Room. Larger partner requests will leverage the existing
Cisco Unified Workspace Licensing Program business
justification process.
In addition, we have two new incentive programs for you:


Sales Teams Acceleration Incentive: During Q4FY15
Cisco will add $1M dollars to the Cisco Rewards Program
for Cisco Spark and Collaboration Meeting Room
bookings during the quarter.



New Adoption Acceleration Incentive: To help promote
partner adoption service, each new Collaboration
Enterprise Licensing Agreement (ELA) customer will
receive a voucher that they can redeem for adoption
services with any qualified Cisco Collaboration partner.
Depending on the size of the Collaboration ELA, the
voucher can be redeemable for up to $100,000 of partner
adoption services.

More details available on both incentive programs in early
May at Cisco Collaboration Community.
Improving the Partner Experience
Cisco is committed to improving your experience through
engagement and simplification. To further fulfill on this
promise, Cisco is simplifying the Channel Partner Program in
the following ways:


Audits will happen less often. Annual renewal audits will
now happen every three years. The new iAudit tool will be
used for audit automation, communications, and historical
data.



Relevant enablement and continuous learning in which
you invest outside of the core requirements will soon be
tracked within our specializations.

For more details, visit the Channel Partner Program.

Cisco Cloud Collaboration Program and Incentives
Cisco is investing $10M during the next three years to enable
internal deployment of the full Cisco Cloud Collaboration
portfolio at partner organizations. The current Cisco Unified
Workspace Licensing Not for Resale (NFR) Program is being
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Exclusive Learning Credits for Gold and Master Partners
Cisco is announcing a new learning credit promotion available
for Gold Certified and Master Specialized partners. The credit
can be applied toward training to:


Attain advanced enterprise networks architecture
specialization requirements



Enhance software lifecycle business practices



Help migrate to new business value specialist



Add depth in any one of these areas and at no cost

Qualifying partners will be notified when this free offer
becomes available. Additional details are at the Partner
Education Connection.
Connecting the Cisco Partner Ecosystem for Industry
Solutions
Alliances between industry vendors—Cisco Solution
Technology Integrators (STIs) and qualified Cisco Gold
partners—are becoming a strategic necessity when it comes
to industry solutions and IoT. Cisco is piloting a new process
to programmatically enable these strategic partnerships
for projects that are being fostered by Cisco STI partners,
opening up new incremental business opportunities for
qualified Cisco resale partners. The pilot is an extension of
the STI Program and is by invitation only from STI Program
members. To qualify for selection, Cisco Gold partners must
have an IoT specialization. Learn more about how to obtain
IoT specializations at Partner Specializations. Go to Solution
Technology Integrator Program for more details.

Day 3: Thursday, April 30
Security Offers: Free ASA 5506-X and Training Incentives
One thousand Cisco partners will be offered a Cisco ASA
5506-X with FirePOWER Services, the industry’s first
adaptive, threat-focused next-generation firewall (NGFW),
as a lab/demo unit. This offer gives you a hands-on look
at these new products and shows you how easily you can
configure them.
Cisco ASA with FirePOWER Services is the industry’s first
adaptive, threat-focused NGFW—designed for a new era of
threat and advanced malware protection. It combines the
proven security capabilities of the Cisco ASA firewall with
the industry-leading Sourcefire next-generation IPS (NGIPS)
and advanced malware protection (AMP) features in a single
device. For more information, view Partner Summit Offer.
Additionally, Cisco is making an investment in our partner
system engineer community. Cisco will award $2000 in
learning credits to your organization for every system
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engineer who completes training modules and the associated
Cisco Online Training exam (COLT) exam. The training is
part of the “Security Partner Recognized Program: System
Engineer” curriculum. It is available today on Partner
Education Connection and needs to be completed by July
2015. For more information, go to Cisco Security.
SalesConnect Desktop Version Now Available
Since launching SalesConnect Mobile at Partner Summit
2014, the number one partner request has been for a
desktop version, which is now available at salesconnect.
cisco.com. The second most requested feature has been
for a localized experience, which Cisco intends to launch in
August. It will include a user interface and sales materials
available in multiple languages.
SalesConnect also provides you with sales content aligned
with your active deals in Cisco Commerce Workspace.
You have the ability to select any deal, and the system will
recommend sales materials based on the technology or
service you are selling. This includes competitive information
for any competitors highlighted on the Cisco Commerce
Workspace deal.
For more details or to download the app, visit SalesConnect.
New Cisco Business Solutions Framework
Delivering customer business outcomes requires new
capabilities, relationships, and building new practices. And
the rewards are worth the investment. Sell high-value, highmargin services while helping customers realize business
value. Greater customer loyalty and ongoing opportunities.
Differentiation. Cisco will help you achieve all of these. The
Cisco Business Solutions Framework will provide a catalog
of validated solutions mapped to specific customer business
outcomes. It also provides valuable guidance, training, and
tools to help you build your enterprise solutions practice.
Virtual Expertise is the first business offer in the enterprise
solutions catalog available to sell, with more available in the
coming months. Learn more at Solutions Framework. To
participate in the business solutions practice pilot program,
contact the Solutions Practice team to be considered.
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